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BY 

MATIHEW FOREMAN 

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove the following theorem: Con(ZFC + there is a 
2-huge cardinal) =* for all n 

Con(ZFC + (N,,+3,N,,+2,N,,+I) -- (N,,+2,N,,+I,N,,)}. 
We do this by using iterated forcing to collapse the 2-huge cardinal to N,,+I and 
extending the elementary embedding generically. 

I. Introduction. The theorem in this paper is from a genre of theorems known as 
downward transfer theorems. Archetypical of these is the downward Lowenheim-
Skolem theorem. In modem times there have been generalizations of the 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem both to languages stronger than first order predicate 
logic and to languages with a distinguished predicate. One of the first theorems 
along these lines is due to Vaught. We start with a definition: 

DEFINITION. We say (/C, A)~ (/C', A') iff given a structure ~ in a countable 
language with a distinguished predicate U such that 1 ~ 1 = /C, 1 U'M.I = A, there is a 
\B == ~ with 1 \B 1= /C', 1 U!B 1= A'. 

THEOREM (VAUGHT). (/C+, /C)~ (N),No). 

There is a strengthening of this notion. 
DEFINITION. (/C, A) -# (/C', A') iff for every structure ~ in a countable language 

with a distinguished predicate U such that 1 ~ 1 = /C, 1 U'«I = A, there is an elemen-
tary substructure \B of ~ such that 1 \B 1 = /C' and 1 U!B 1 = 71.'. 

Chang conjectured that (N 2 ,N) -# (N),No). In 1967, Silver established the 
consistency of Chang's Conjecture: 

THEOREM (SILVER). 

Con(ZFC + there is a Ramsey cardinal) ~ Con(ZFC + (N 2 , N l ) -# (N),N o»' 
After Kunen did his work on 0# it became clear that this could not be proved in 

ZFC alone: 
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PROOF. We apply the transfer theorem to 2{ = (L~Jx); NI, x, E). Let ~ -< 2{ of 
type (NI,No)' Then ~ is canonically isomorphic to some transitive (L8[X), a, X, E) 
via a callapsing map"'. Consider .,,-1: (LB[x); a, X, E)~ (L~Jx); NI, x, E). Since 
a is countable, .,,-1 moves some countable ordinal. Let /3 be the last ordinal moved 
by ." -I. Since I LB[ x) 1= N I' .5 ~ N I and so 

0>(f3)Ls[x) = 0>(f3)L[x). 

Let U = {y C /3: /3 E .,,-I(y)}. Standard arguments show that U is a well-founded 
L[x)-ultra-filter on /3, so by Kunen x# exists. 

Kunen used a construction from a huge cardinal to get an N 2-saturated ideal on 
N1• He remarked that in his model (N 2,N I) -++ (NI,No)' Laver used a variation on 
Kunen's construction to show 

THEOREM (LAVER). Con(ZFC + there is a huge cardinal) =* for every n 

Con(ZFC + (N n+2,N,,+I) -++ (Nn+I,Nn»)' 

Laver essentially used Kunen's construction with closed conditions which necessi-
tated an additional chain condition argument. 

We now give some more definitions: 
Let j: V ~ M be an elementary embedding of V into a transitive class M. Let "0 

be the first ordinal moved by j. ("0 is called the critical point ofj.) Let "i+1 = j(";)' 
DEFINITION.j is called n-huge iff M is closed under "n sequences (Le., KnM eM). 

" is called an n-huge cardinal iff it is the critical point of some n-huge embedding. I 
The main result of this paper is: 

THEOREM. Con(ZFC + there is a 2-huge cardinal) =* for all n, 

Con(ZFC + (N,,+3,N,,+2,N,,+I) -++ (N n+2,N"+I,N n »). 
«", A, p.) -++ (,,', A', p.') is the obvious generalization of the transfer property for two 
predicates instead of one.) 

REMARK. (N n+3 , Nn+2, N,,+I) -++ (Nn+2' Nn+ l , Nn) implies 
(a) (N n+3 , Nn + l ) -++ (Nn+2' Nn), 
(b) (N n+3, Nn+2) -++ (Nn+I' Nn). 

It is easy to describe the rough strategy of the proof of these results: 
Letj be a 2-huge embedding. Suppose 2{ = ("2; "I' "0' /;,Rk , ce ) (i, k, e E w) is 

a fully Skolemized structure of type ("2' "I' "0)' then 

j(2{) = ("3; "2' "I' j(/;), j(Rk), j(Ce»i,k,eEw' 
CLAIM. j" 2{ -< j( 2{ ). 

_ PROOF. It is eno~gh to show that j"2{ is closed under the functions j(/;):.. Let 
/3 Ej"2{<w. Then /3 = j(ii) for some a E 2{<W. By elementarity of j, j(/;)(/3) = 
j(/;(ii), butj(/;(ii) Ej"2{. 

I For background about huge and other large cardinals we refer the reader to R. M. Solovay, w. N. 
Reinhardt and A. Kanamori [5]. 
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Let us examinej"2f: 
1j"2f 1= "2' since 12f 1= "2' 
1j"2f n "21 = "I' sincej("I) = "2 andj is order-preserving. 
1j"2f n "I 1= "0' sincej("o) = "I and "0 is the critical point ofj. 
We want to bring this situation down to the Nn's. For example, if we could find a 

partial order P such that 
(I) there are generic objects G, G for P andj(P) respectively with the property that 

for allp E P, 

P E Giffj{p) E G, 
and 

(2) "0 = Nj[G), "I = N~[G), "2 = Nr[G), 
then we could build a generic elementary embeddingi such that 

I: V[G) ~ M[G), 
withi extendingj. 

We can picture this as follows: 

By elementarity: 

M[G) ""I = NI, "2 = N2, "3 = N3 · 

CLAIM. V[G),,(N 3,N 2 ,N I ) --++ (N 2,N I,N o). 
PROOF. Suppose not. Let 2f = <"2' "I' "0' /;, ... ) be a fully Skolemized counterex-

ample in V[G). M[G)" j(2f) is a counterexample. As before, we can check thati"2f 
is a substructure of j( 2f), and hence an elementary substructure. Looking at i"2f we 
check 

(a) li"2f I = I "2I M [G) = ~2' 
(b) li"2f n "21 = I "I IM[~) = N I' 
(c) li"2f n "11=1 "OIM[G) = No. 

Hence in M[G),i"2f is of type (N 2, NI, No) and an elementary substructure ofj(2f), 
contradictingj( 2f) being a counterexample. 
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If we could extend the elementary embedding of a 3-huge cardinal, we would get a 
four cardinal theorem. From an n-huge we could get an n + I cardinal theorem. 
Finally, if we had aj: V --+ M, with R(A) k M (where A = SUPiE", K;) and a partial 
order P such that vP 1= A = N", and if we could generically extend the elementary 
embedding j: vP --+ Mj(P), then, by similar arguments we see that VPI=N", is 
Jonsson. 

Getting a P as desired for a 2-huge embedding is rather difficult. The construction 
will in some ways resemble the Kunen construction for an N 2-saturated ideal on N I' 
In that construction he builds a "universal" partial order to collapse KO to N I and 
follows it by the Silver collapse of K I to N 2' Using universality on the" j-side" he can 
construct a master condition for the Silver forcing and thus extend the elementary 
embedding. In imitating the Kunen construction we run into a· conflict between 
universality and master conditions. This will be discussed further in §4. 

§2 will review basic forcing definitions and establish some conventions that will be 
followed in the paper. In §3, we will review parts of Kunen's construction and 
present a lemma involving a commutative diagram. §4 will be an attempt at 
motivating the rest of the argument. It will try to explicate some of the difficulties 
encountered in generalizing Kunen's argument and the way that they have been 
remedied. §5 is an easy section laying the groundwork for the techniques used in §§6 
and 7. In §6 we define the partial orders and the maps between them that will make 
diagrams like the one in §3 commute. §7 shows that the diagrams actually do 
commute and that this gives us a master condition. In §8 we finish the argument and 
clear up a few details. 

We will use the following notation throughout: I XI will stand for the cardinality 
of X. We will use the abbreviation "o.t P" to stand for the order type of a partial 
orderP. 

We will assume that the reader is familiar with iterated forcing. The argument as 
presented here is self-contained, but is motivated by the Kunen construction in [2]. 

2. In this section we will review a few basic definitions and lemmas about forcing 
and introduce a slight variation on the normal two-stage iteration. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let P and Q be partial orders and e: P --+ Q be a one-to-one 
function such that 

(1) PI ttS;,p P2 implies e(PI) ttS;,Q e(P2)' 
(2) If A k P is a maximal antichain in P then e" A k Q is a maximal antichain in 

Q. 
Then we call e a neat embedding and we write e: P ~ Q. (We will use this notation 

to imply that e is a neat embedding.) 
We will assume throughout that all our partial orders are separative and have a 

greatest element 1. Given two conditions, P and q, P ttS;, q means P is stronger (i.e., 
gives more information) than q. We will denote the trivial Boolean algebra by 2. 

For each partial order P, we let cffi(P) be the complete Boolean algebra corre-
sponding to P. If e: P ~ Q, then there is a complete monomorphism i: cffi(P) --+ cffi(Q) 
extending e.1f we define 7T: cffi(Q) --+ cffi(P) by 7T(q) = inf{p: i(p);;;' q}, then 7T splits 
i (and e) in the sense that 7T 0 i = identity on cffi(P). (We will use "id" throughout to 
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denote the appropriate identity function whenever necessary.) In this paper we shall 
use both partial order and Boolean algebra terminology interchangeably. If c:B and e 
are Boolean algebras then e: c:B c-> e will mean that e is a neat embedding of c:B ~ {O} 
into e ~ {O}. (Equivalently, e is a complete homomorphism of c:B into e.) 

The following lemma is standard: 

LEMMA 2.2. Let P and Q be partial orderings. Let e: P -> Q and 71': Q -> P be order 
preserving. Suppose 

(1) e is one to one, 
(2) for all x E P, 7T(e(x» = x, 
(3) for ally E Q, e(7T(y»;;;, y, 
(4) let y E Q, x E P and x.,;;; 7T(Y). 

Then there is a z .,;;; y with 71'( z) .,;;; x. 
Then e: P c-> Q is a neat embedding and 71': Q -> P is the restriction of the map 71': 

c:B(Q) -> c:B(P) splitting e. 

Suppose e: Pc-> Q. Let S be a separative partial ordering in V p . We will define 
the partial ordering Q *e S. We begin by letting X be the collection of all pairs (q, T) 
with 

(1) q E Q and T E V P, 

(2) liT E Slip = 1 and rank(T) = min{rank(T'): liT' = Tllp = I}. (Rank here is 
set-theoretical rank.) 

Let 71': c:B(Q) -> c:B(P) be the splitting map for e. We define an equivalence relation, ~ , 
on X by (q,T)~(q,T') iff 7T(q)H-'!l\(pl= T'. The domain of Q*eS is the set of 
equivalence classes of X modulo this relation. The ordering on Q * e S is [( q), T)L,,;; 
[(q2' T2)]_ iff 

(1) ql .,;;; q2 in Q, 
(2) 7T(q)H-'!l\(pl) ";;;S T2 • 

It is easy for the reader to check that this ordering is well-defined on equivalence 
classes and gives a separative partial ordering. 

In practice we will ignore the fact that we have equivalence classes here. When we 
mention a condition (q, T) we will mean its equivalence class and when we discuss 
an equivalence class we will often tacitly be picking a representative of that class. 
Q *e S will be called an iteration with amalgamation. 

We now state an essential property of iterations with amalgamation: 

LEMMA 2.3. Let e: P c-> Q, f: Q c-> R. Let S E vP be a partial ordering. Then there 
is a canonical map i such that the following commutes: 

c-> 
f 

where id is now defined by id(q) = (q, 1). 

PROOF. Let i( q, T) = (f( q), T). It is easy to see that i is one-to-one and order 
preserving. Let 7Te , 7Tf , 7Tf 0 e be the maps splitting e, f and foe respectively. 
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Let A C Q * e S be a maximal antichain; we need to show that i" A is a maximal 
antichain in R*/oeS. Suppose that (r,'T) ER*/oeS. Let qEQ be such that 
q.;;; 'TT/r) in <iB(Q). Since A is a maximal antichain in Q *eS, there is a (q', 'T') E A 
such that (q', 'T') is compatible with (q, 'T). Pick (q", 'T") such that (q", 'T") .;;; (q', 'T'), 
(q, 'T). The following claim will suffice: 

CLAIM. (a) (f( q"), 'T") .;;; (f( q'), 'T'), 
(b) (f( q"), 'T") is compatible with (r, 'T). 
PROOF OF CLAIM. (a) is true since i is order preserving, (b) is true because 

q" .;;; 'TT(r) so we can pick r' .;;; f(q"), r. It is now routine to check that (r', 'T") .;;; (r, 'T) 
using the fact that 'TTe 0 'TTl = 'TTl 0 e. 

Assuming the claim we see that (r, 'T) is compatible with (f(q), 'T") E i"A. 
We will occasionally use the notation f * id to denote the map i defined above. 

3. Some preliminary facts. We start by recalling the Silver modification of the 
Levy collapse: 

DEFINITION. The Silver collapse of A to K+ , S(K, A), is the collection of all partial 
functions p: A X K --+ A such that 

(1) for every a < A, Pt {a} X K: {a} X K --+ a, 
(2) Ip I.;;; K, 

(3) There is a ~ < K such that dom peA X ~. 
S( K, A) is ordered by reverse inclusion. 

By standard arguments one can see that if A > K and A is inaccessible, then 
S(K, A) is A c.c. and is < K-closed. The Silver conditions are not absolute and this 
causes some important difficulties. To emphasize where we are defining the Silver 
conditions we will use the notation SQ( K, A) to denote the Silver conditions defined 
in VQ. To reduce notational complexity we will write Q * S(K, A) to mean 
Q * SQ(K, A). 

We now will define what we will call a master condition. We start with an 
elementary embeddingj: V --+ M. (We will not specify how large the embedding is, 
although in our applications it is at least a huge embedding.) Suppose we have a 
partial ordering Q and a neat embedding i: Q ~ j(Q). A master condition for i andj 
is a condition p E j(Q) such that for every q E Q 

(*) p/\i(q)';;;j(q) in <iB(j(Q». 
If there is a master condition p E j(Q) then any generic object H on j(Q) with 

p E H has the property thatrl(H) C Q is generic. This is because (*) implies that 
rl[H) = ;-I[H). 

THEOREM (KUNEN). Let j: V --+ M be a huge embedding, and Q be a partial 
ordering. Suppose there is a map i such that the following diagram commutes: 

Q ~ Q * SQ(KO' K1) 
id 

Then there is a master condition for j and the map i. (Viewing i: Q * SQ(KO' K1) ~ 
j(Q) * Sj(Q)(K 1, K 2)·) 
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PROOF. We will quickly review the proof of this theorem. 
First we remark that Q is KO c.c., since j: Q ~ j(Q) is a neat embedding. Thus 

there is no difference between 1ffi(j(Q)) constructed in M and tffi(j(Q)) constructed 
in V. 

CLAIM 1. Let H be a canonical term in VJ(Q) for a generic object onj(Q). In VJ(Q) 
we consider SJ(Q)(KI , K2)' For every T' E SJ(Q)(KI , K2 ) there is aTE SJ(Q)(KI , K2 ) 

such that 
(1) II T' = Til J(Q) = I computed in V, 
(2) T E MJ(Q), 

(3) II TV[H] = TM[H] II J(Q) = I computed in V. (Here, TV[H] means the denotation of 
Tin V[H] and similarly for TM[H].) 

By "0 c.c. of Q in V,j(Q) is "I C.C. in M and hencej(Q) is "I c.c. in V sincej is a 
huge embedding. Thus there is a ~ < "I and sets X, Y C "2 with I XI= KI , I YI= "I 
such that IIdom T' C X X ~ II J(Q) = 1 and IIrange T' C Y II J(Q) = 1 computed in V. 

For each triple a, fJ, 8 such that a E X, fJ < ~ and 8 E Y, let ba,fJ,B = 
IIT'(a, fJ) = 811~(j(Q». Define T canonically so that IIT(a, fJ) = 811 = ba,fJ,B' Then (1) 
is obvious. (2) is true because I X X ~ X Y I = K I and thus I T I = "I' Since j is huge, 
T E M. (3) is true since T'( a, fJ) = 8 in V[ G] iff ba,fJ,B E G, but this is absolute 
between V[G] and M[G], so T(a, fJ) = 8 in M[G]. 

In VJ(Q), we let G be a canonical term for the generic object on Q * SQ(KO' "I) 
given by i. Let T' be a term in VJ(Q) such that T' denotes 

U j( a ) MJ(Q) , 
(q,o)EG 

qEQ 
oEsQ(l<o,l<d 

where j( a )M J(Q) is the denotation of j( a ) in M j(Q) • 

CLAIM 2. T' E SJ(Q)("I' '(2)' 
PROOF. We first check that (q, a) E G and (q', a') E G implies thatj(a)MJ(Q) U 

j( a')MJ(Q) E SJ(Q)("I' '(2)' Let (r, p) EO; (q, a) 1\ (q', a'), (r, p) E G. Then j(r) is in 
the canonical generic object on j(Q) since i«r, 1») = j(r) by the diagram. By 
elementarity ofj,j(r) Hj(Q)j( a) U j( a') E S(KI' K 2 ). 

To see the claim we now need only check the cardinality conditions: In VQ, 
I SQ(KO' "I) I = "I' so in VJ(Q) I{( a)MJ(Q): there is a q E Q, (q, a) E G} 1= KI . If 
(q, a) E G, then, in VQ, I al = "0 and thus U( a) I = "I in VJ(Q) by elementarity. 

U 
(q,o)EG 

qEQ 
o ESJ(Q)(I<I , '(2) 

Given (q, a) E G, there is a q' EO; q with (q', a) E G such that 

q'H-domaC"IX~ forsome~<"o. 

Soj(q')H-dom(j(a)) C K2 Xja). Butja) = ~ < KO' Thus, 
U MJ(Q) 

dom j( a ) C "2 X "0 
(q,o)EG 
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and has cardinality IC I. Hence T' E Sj(Q)(IC I , IC2). Let T E Mj(Q) be as in Claim 1 with 
respect to T'. 

CLAIM 3. (1, T) is a master condition for j and i. 
PROOF. Let (q, a) E Q * SQ(IC I , IC2). We need thati(q, a) /\ (I, T)EO; U(q), j(a». 

By assumption i: Q*SQ(ICO'IC I ) "'+j(Q), so i(q,a)/\(I,T)=(i(q,a),T). Now 
i(q, a) EO;j(Q) i(q, 1), but i(q, 1) = j(q) by the diagram. All we have left to check is 
that i(q, a) It-T EO;j(a). This is easy because i(q, a) It- (q, a) E G and thus i(q, a) It-T 
EO; j( a), since 

T = U j{a') in vj(Q). 
(q',a')EG 

We will use a variant of this theorem to build master conditions. For reasons to be 
discussed in the next section, we will have to build master conditions in situations 
where we do not have closure. The following is a sufficient condition for the 
existence of a master condition. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let P and Q be partial orderings and e: P "'+ Q be a neat embedding. 
Let j: V -> M be a huge embedding. Suppose there are maps i l and i2 such that the 
following diagram commutes: 

Then there is a master condition for j and 

i 2: P *eSQ{ICO' ICI) "'+ j{P) *j(e)Sj(Q){ICI> IC2)' 

PROOF. Since the left triangle commutes, the hypotheses of Kunen's theorem are 
satisfied for Q andj(Q). Let (I, T) be the master condition given by the theorem, 
with T E Sj(Q)(ICI, IC2)' We claim that (I, T)Ej(P) * Sj(Q)(IC I , IC2) is a master condi-
tion forj and i2• We have to check that for any (p, a)E P*eSQ(ICO' IC I ), 

i 2{p,a) /\ (1, T)EO; U{p), j{a) 

in ~(j(P) *'j(e) Sj(Q)(IC I , IC2»' 
We know that i 2(p, a) Ej(P) so i 2(p, a) /\ (I, T)= (iz{p, a), T). We have to see 

that (i2(p, a), T)EO; (j(p), j(a». Now i 2(p, a) EO;j(p) in j(P), because i 2(p, 1) = 
j( p) and the right-hand triangle commutes. Let 'IT: ~(P) -> ~(Q) be the map that 
splits e. All we have left to show is that j('IT)(i2(P, a»lt-T EO;j(a). We see that 
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(e * id)('1T(p), 0') E>; (p, 0') and thus, since the central square commutes, il('1T(p), 0') 
;;;. j('1T)(i2(P, 0'». Since (I, T) was a master condition forj and i l we get that 

(i I ( '1T( P ), 0' ), T) E>; (j( '1T( P )), j( 0' ). 

Hence, i l( '1T(p), 0') II- T E>; j( 0') and thus,j( '1T )(i2( P, 0'» II- T E>; j( 0'). 0 
In fact we can prove more: If we let 1(1, T) be the ideal generated by {b: 

b 1\ (I, T)= O} and 

p: £iB(j(P) * sJ(Q)("I' "2)) ~ £iB(j(P) * Sj(Q)("I' "2))/IO,T) 

be the projection map, then 

po j: £iB(P * SQ("o, "I)) ~ £iB(j(P) * Sj(Q)("I' "2))/I(I,T) 

is a neat embedding. We leave this to the interested reader. 

4. In this section we shall give an overview of the rest of the proof. Our forcing 
conditions will be of the form P("o) * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2)' Here, P("o) will be a "0 
c.c. iteration of length "0 that collapses "0 to N I' R("o, "I) will be a further iteration 
that collapses "I to N2 while adding no new bounded subsets of "0 to VP(l<o). (We 
will provide a uniform first order definition for partial orders P( a) * R( a, f3) for all 
Mahlo a and p.) Finally S("I' "2) will be the Silver conditions for collapsing "2 to 
lei defined in Vp(l<o) * R("o, "I) and so forcing with P("o} * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2) 
makes "2 into N3• 

Unfortunately in order to get a master condition for 

j: P("o) * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2) ~ P("I) * R("I' "2) * S("2' "3)' 
the construction of P and R has to be rather involved. In order to explicate our 
construction we list various heuristic requirements that we want P and R to satisfy 
and indicate how we go about satisfying them. In an attempt at clarity and 
sometimes at the expense of total accuracy we will simplify somewhat what the 
difficulties and solutions are. 

(1) We can view our master condition P as being (PI'O') where PI E 
P("I) * R("I' "2) and 0' is a term in VP(ICI) * R("I' "2) for an element of 

sP(I<I)· R(IC" 1(2)( "2' "3)' 
The condition PI E P("I) * R("I' "2) will be a master condition for 

j: P("o) * R("o, "I) ~ P("I) * R("I' "2)' 
In order to use the Kunen approach to build the second component, 0', of our master 
condition, we need that 

P("o) * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2) ~ P("I) * R("I' "2)' 
In our construction we build a canonical map icon(Ko,I<,): P("o) * R("o, "I) ~ P("I) 
and extend icon(ICo,IC,) to a map 

P("o) * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2) ~ P("I) * R("I' "2)' 
by making 
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a stage in the iteration R(K" K2)' (Again icon(a,,B) will be uniformly defined with 
parameters a and /3.) 

(2) By the elementarity of j and requirement (1) we find that for almost all a < KO 

we must have a map CPa 

CPa: Pea) * R(a, KO) * S(KO' K,) ---> P(KO) * R(Ko, K,) 

and 

is a stage in the iteration R( KO' K,). 
We shall now attempt to describe our strategy for building the master condition p, 

for j: P(KO) * R(KO' K,) ---> P(K,) * R(K" K2). If Q ~eP, Lemma 3.1 gives a way to 
build a master condition for 

j: P*eSQ(KO' K,) --->j(P) *j(e) S}(Q)(K, , K2)' 

Suppose we have Q, ~el P and Q 2 ~e2 P satisfying Lemma 3.1 and master condi-
tions 

and 

for 

and 

J".p* S}(Q')(K K)->J"(P)*"()S}(Q2)(K K) 
• e2 ° , , J e2 , , 2 

respectively. We find that we can put q, and q2 together to form a condition 

(1, q" q2) E j(P) *j(e,) S}(Q,)( K" K2) *}(id 0 e,) S}(Q,)( K" K2) 

and this works as a master condition for 

j: P *e, SQI(KO' K,) *id 0 e, SQ'(KO' K,) 

What we have done is observe that if we have a master condition for each stage of an 
iteration we can put them together to get a master condition for the iteration. This 
works for iterations of infinite length as well (providing we have hospitable sup-
ports) and is the key to our master condition construction. 

In every coordinate corresponding to an a where 

CPa: Pea) * R(a, KO) * S(KO' K,) --> P(KO) * R(Ko, K,), 
we must be able to build a master condition. We do this by satisfying the following 
requirement, which is a variation of the diagram in Lemma 3.1. 
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(3) For almost all a there is a map kl' making the following diagram commute: 

P(a) * R(a, "0) * S("o' "I) 

fkl 
P(a) * R(a, "I) ~ 

icon(a, "I) 

437 

From (3) we can again infer some elements of our construction. First of all from 
the existence of k I we see that: 

(4) For all relevant a, for almost all p: 

P(a) * R(a, p) * S(P, "0) ~ P(a) * R(a, "0)' 

We make this happen in a straightforward manner similar to Kunen's construc-
tion, namely, we build P( a) * R( a, "0) as an iteration of length "0 taking steps to 
make sure that whenever 

P(a) * R{a, P) ~P(a) * Ry{a, "0) 
e 

for some y, there is a stage ~ < "0 such that 

P{a) * RE+I(a, "0) = P(a) * R€{a, "o)*eSP(a)*R{a,p)(p, "0)' 

(Here P(a) * Ria, "0) is the yth stage in the iteration creating P(a) * R(a, "0)') 
(5) P(a) will be an a stage iteration designed to take into account these require-

ments. As we build P(a) we will also be building the maps icon(P,a): P(P) * R(f3, a) 
~ P(a). Roughly for one iteration to be embedded in another it is enough that there 
be coordinate by coordinate embeddings and that the supports of the two iterations 
be compatible. One informal way of viewing the map icon(P, a) is to think of building 
P(P) * R(P, a) and P(a) through time. 

\\'\ 
fl. 

P( a) * E( 8, a) 

.. ]P( a) 

For each time y (a stage of the iteration) in P(P) * R(P, a) we associate a time (or 
stage) t[J( y) in P( a). At time t[J( y) we will inductively have built a map 

icon{:' a): P(P) * RiP, a) ~ P",{y){a). 

Suppose that P(P) * Ry+I(P, a) = P(P) * Ry(P, a) *e S~y for some ey: Qy ~ 
P(P) * RiP, a) and SY' then to continue the embedding one more stage we make 

P (a) = P * SQy ",(y)+ I ",(y) icon(/l.a) 0 e Y • 
y y 
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Using Lemma 2.3 we can prolong to icon<f+~): P(f3) * R y+ I(f3, a) .... Po/(y)+I(a). In 
order to carry this process through limit stages we need some support criterion. This 
is developed in §5. 

One way of thinking about this is that what happens at stage '( in building 
P( f3) * R( f3, a) induces a requirement on P( a) which we handle at time tf;( '(). This is 
a useful heuristic when trying to make diagrams commute. In a typical situation we 
are concerned about, we will be given a commutative diagram: 

Q ~ P("o) * Rc("o, "I) 
e, 

fe2 Dcon~"o, ",) 
P(a) * R,,(a, "I) ~ Pp("I) 

icon~a,,,,) 

for some Q, e l and e2 • We will want to make the following diagram commute for 
some i l and i 2: 

Q * 8("0' "I) ~ P("o) * R("o, KI) 
el ... i l 

f e2 • i2 ,[icon("O, ",) 

P(a) * R(a, KI) ~ P(KI)' 
icon(a,I(I) 

The way we build e l * i l and e2 * i2 is to create stages ~I > ~ and '111 > '11 where 

P(KO) * Rt,+I(KO' KI) = P(KO) * R~,(KO' KI) *e,SQ(Ko, KI) 

and 

By Lemma 2.3 we get natural embeddings e l * i l and e2 * i2 that extend e l and e2 • 

This induces two requirements on the construction of P( K I)" namely that we 
reserve some time, which we will call tf;1(~I) where 

P (" ) = P (K ) * SQ(" K) 0/,(t,)+1 I o/,(c,) I icon«O'<')oe, 0' I E, 

(this corresponds to the requirement induced by 

P("o) * Rc,+I(KO' KI) = P("o) * Rt,(KO' KI) *e, SQ(KO' "I)) 
and some time tf;2( '111) where 

P (" ) = p (" ) * SQ(K ,,). 0/2("')+ I I 0/2('1,) I icon~~'<') 0 e2 0' I 

We note that if '( > max(tf;I(~)' tf;i'l1» then 

P(,,)* SQ(" ,K)=P(K)* SQ(K ,K), y I icon~a,,'J) 0 e2 0 1 Y 1 icon~"o'''I) 0 el 0 1 

since the given diagram commutes. Thus we can satisfy both of these requirements at 
the same time by letting tf;1(~I) = tf;i~2) = '( for some '( > max( tf;la), tf;i '11), ~I' '111)' 
If we make this happen while we are building the maps icon(a, KO) and icon(Ko, K,) then 
both maps send the coordinate corresponding to SQ(KO' KI) in pea) * R(a, KI) and 
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P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) to the same coordinate in P(IC I). When this is untangled we find 
that we have made the desired diagram commute. 

~ * Q 
S (KO' Kl ) 

f l ,--A---.. I JP(KO)* JR(KO,Kl ) , 
f 

; ~l ~,h(Sl) ]PC Kl ) 

t / .2(lll) 

JP(a) * JR(a,Kl ) 
'----y--J TJ Tll 

t J 
~ * S (KO' Kl ) 

Timing is of the essence in doing this. The construction requires a lot of waiting 
before we can pick y. Typically we shall consider 

Q ~ P)IC I ) 
icon<";o. "il 0 el 

for many y, waiting until several conditions are satisfied before setting !/Ilal) = y = 
!/Ii." I)· 

(6) A word is in order as to the logical sequence in building the P's and R's. The 
requirements above are somewhat circular in the sense that we want to build the R's 
to accommodate the P's and the P's to accommodate the R's. The way we get around 
this is to build for each Q eVA' Q A c.c. an object we call Q * R(A, IC). (There are 
other parameters in the construction but we omit them here for simplicity.) We can 
view this as a process for going from a partial ordering Q to Q * R(A, IC). 

P(a) is then defined in terms of this "process" R. We can do this one way by 
making P(a) = S(w, a) if a is the first Mahlo cardinal. Then to define P(a) for 
larger a, we assume by induction that for all P < a, P(P) is defined. Using our 
process R we can define P(P) * R(P, a) and in turn use these partial orderings to 
build P( a). (Another way is to use a fixed point construction reminiscent of the 
recursion theorem.) In both iterations P(a) and P(P) * R(P, a), every stage is the 
Silver collapse defined in VQ for some Q. 

For each.Q eVA' Q A c.c., Q * R(A, IC) is built in two phases. The first phase 
roughly corresponds to requirement (2). This phase will be an iteration with support 
of cardinality < A. The second phase will correspond to requirement (4). We will use 
supports of cardinality A for this phase. The difference in supports is for technical 
reasons in building the master condition. 
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5. We will build our partial orderings P( a ) and R( a, {3) as special kinds of 
iterations. While doing so we will also be building maps to make various diagrams 
commute. 

Consider a partial ordering Q in the ground model. We may have two iterations P 
and R with Q occurring as a factor in both iterations. Suppose a and {3 are such that 
Ra+ I = Ra * Q and Pp+ I = Pp * Q. If we have a map CPap: Ra -> Pp then by Lemma 
2.3 there is a map cP* extending CPap such that 

If every factor of R occurs in this way as a factor of P and supports are 
compatible then we can find a map cP: R ~ P extending cP*. We now develop the 
technology to do this: 

We define by induction on A an ordinal, for every ideal :JC on A containing all 
finite subsets of A, what an iteration of length A with support :JC is. Suppose we have 
defined what an iteration of length a with support :JC' is for all a < A and all :JC' an 
ideal on a. 

Consider the situation where we are given (:JCa: a < A) and a :JC such that 
:JCa = (X n a: X E :JC), and we have partial orderings (Pa: a < A) and triples 
«Qa' ea, Sa): a < A) such that: 

(1) ea: Qa ~ Pa and Qa If- Sa is a partial order. 
(2) for every a, Pa + I = Pa *e. Sa' 
(3) for every a < {3, Pa ~ Pp• 
(4) at limit stages a, Pa is an iteration of length a with support :JCa . 

Let X ={ p: P is a function with domain A and for all a 
(a)p(a) E VQ·and IIp(a) E SaIIQ. = 1, 
(b) {a: Pt aHfp p(a) = I} E :JC}. 

We put an equiv~lence relation ~ on X by p I ~ P2 iff for every a, Pit a If- p I( a) = 
P2( a). The iteration of length A with support :JC, P>,. is the collection of these 
equivalence classes. The ordering is defined by [PI] :0;;; [P2] iff for every a, PI t a If-
PI(a):O;;; pia). 

It is left to the reader to see that P>,. is a well-defined, separative partial ordering. 
As before we will often blur the distinction between equivalence classes and their 
representatives. Given a condition [p] EPa' P is a function with domain a. We can 
view it as a function p' with domain A by defining it to be lsp for all a :0;;; {3 < A. The 
map p 1-+ p' is well-defined on equivalence classes and thus induces a map, which we 
will call id: Pa -> P>,.. For a condition p, we will call the support of p (notation: 
supp p), the collection of all f3 such that p t {3ltfp( {3) = 1. We will often make no 
distinction between a condition p in P>,. as a function on A and as a function on its 
support, i.e., given a partial function with domain included in A we can view it as an 
element of P>,. by filling in 1 's everywhere it is not defined. In this way we can 
construe an element of Pa as an element of P>,.. 
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Given [p] E P~ and a < A we consider pt a. The map 7Ta(P) = pt a is well 
defined on equivalence classes in P~. It is now easy to check that id: Pa -> P~ and 7Ta: 
P~ -> Pa satisfies the criterion of Lemma 2.2. Thus id: Pa <=-+ P~. 

In practice, our iterations will be built inductively. We will have (:Xa: a < A) 
constructed already and choose :x at that point so that :Xa = {x n a: x E :X}. If 
:x = U ad :Xa we call the iteration with support :x of length A the direct limit of 
(Pa: a < A), lim Pa. The inverse limit of (Pa: a < A), lim Pa, is defined by:X = {x: 
for all a < A, ; n a E :xa}. <-

LEMMA 5.1. Let R = R~ and P = P~ be iterations of length K and A with supports :x 
and:X' respectively. Let 0/: K -> A be a monotone function. 

Suppose: 
(a) for every a < K we have neat embed dings CPa: Ra <=-+ P1j-(a) with 

R <=-+Ra 
aid " 

fPa'\" tfPp 

P~ 

(b) for every a, if Qa <=-+Ra and Ra+l = Ra *e Sa' then 
e • 
• P1j-(a)+l = P1j-(a)*'I'.oe. Sa 

and CPa + 1 is the canonical map making 

Ra <=-+ 
id 

f fPa f fPa+ I 

P1j-(a) :; P1j-(a) + 1 

commute; 
(c) X E :x iff 0/" X E :X'; 
(d) for all r ERa' supp cpir) = supp cpo(r(O» U o/"supp r. 

Then there is a canonical neat embedding cp: R~ <=-+ P~ making the following diagram 
commute 

Ra<=-+R~ 
id 

fPa \. />fP 

P~ 

PROOF. For r E R, let X = supp r. Then X E :x and we can consider r as (r( a): 
a E X). Let cp(r) = p where p is the condition with support supp CPo(p(O» U 0/" X 
defined by 

pt 0/(0) = cpo(r(O)), 
p ( 0/( a)) = r( a). 

p is a condition since supp cpo(r(O» U 0/" X E :X' by (c). 
Note that by clauses (b) and (d), cp( pta) = CPa( pta) for any a. This is an easy 

induction and is left to the reader. 
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CLAIM 1. fP: R" ~ P>.. is order-preserving. 
PROOF. Let r l 0;;;; r2 and PI = fP(r l ), P2 = fP(r2). We must show that PI 0;;;; P2. First, 

PI t 1/;(0) 0;;;; P2 t 1/;(0) since fPo is order-preserving. Suppose by induction that PI t P 0;;;; 

P2 t f3 for all f3 < a. If a is a limit then it is trivial that PI taO;;;; P2 t a. If a = P + 1 
for some f3 E supp PI U supp P2 then f3 = I/;(y) for some y. Now by clause (b), 

P1/-(y)+1 = P1/-(y) *"'y 0 eySy 

and 

PI t a = fPy+l(rl t y + 1), P2t a = fPy+l(r2 t y + 1). 
Since fPy + I is order preserving and r d y + 1 0;;;; r2 t y + 1, P Jt a 0;;;; P2 t a. 

CLAIM 2. If A C R" is a maximal antichain, then fP" A is a maximal antichain in 
P>... 

PROOF. Letp E P>.. be incompatible with every element of fP"A. Let ('ITa: a < IC) 

be the sequence of splitting maps of (fPa: a < IC). Pick q(O) E R o, q(O) < 
'lTo(Pt 1/;(0». Let q = (0, q(O» U «a, p(l/;(a»): a < IC). By (c), q is a condition in 
R". 

Let rEA be compatible with q and let r* E R" be such that r* 0;;;; r 1\ q. Define a 
new conditionp* E P>.. as follows: 

Let P* t 1/;(0) be any condition in P1/-(O) such that P* t 1/;(0) 0;;;; fPo(r*(O» 1\ P t 1/;(0). 
Such a condition exists since r*(O) 0;;;; 'lTo( P t 1/;(0». For f3 ;;;. 1/;(0), let 

p*(fJ) = {p(fJ) if f3 £l I/;"K, 
r*(a) iff3 = I/;(a), 

P* is a condition since it has support 
(supp p* t 1/;(0» U supp p. 

It is now easy to verify by induction that P* 0;;;; fP(r*) 1\ p, contradicting P being 
incompatible with all of fP" A. 

One verifies similarly that if r l and r2 are incompatible then so are fP(r l ) and 
fP(r2). 0 

In practice this lemma will be used for inductively defining neat embeddings 
between iterations as they are built. We will be defining two iterations P and R and 
step by step extending the maps from R into P using Lemma 5.1 at limit stages. 

6. We now describe our partial orders. For all pairs of Mahlo cardinals A, IC with 
A < IC and every A c.c. Q included in V>.., we will define a partial ordering 
Q * R(A, IC, X, <). The parameter X will be a set of ordered pairs (Q', e') such that 
e': Q' ~ Q, and < will be a well ordering of X. Our final partial order will be 

P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I , f"o' <) * 8(IC I , 1(2) 

for f"o and < to be defined later. One of the crucial properties we will be trying to 
ensure is that 

(P(lCo) * R(ICO' IC I , f"o' <), e') Ej(f"J 
for some canonically constructed e'. 
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We will go by induction on A and K. Suppose for all A', K' < A, XQ ' and 
Q' * R(A', K', X, <) have been defined for all Q' C V;\, with Q' A' c.c., all XC XQ " 

and < a well ordering of X. 
Let Q be a A c.c. partial ordering with Q C VA. Let XQ = {(Q', e)1 e: Q' ~ Q and 

Q' = P' * R(A', A", X', < ') for some P' C VA" X' C Xp '} U {(Q, id)}. (XQ really 
depends on Q and A but in context A will be clear, so we drop it to reduce notational 
complexity.) 

Q * R(A, K, X, <) will be constructed in two phases. In the first phase we will be 
taking steps so that when we are done 

P{Ko) * R(KO' K1, f"o' <"o,,,J * S{KI' K2) ~ j(P{KO) * R(KO' K1, f"o' <"o,,,J)· 

In the second phase we will make sure that when we are done, for almost all a < Ko 
there is an i such that the following diagram commutes: 

P{a) * R{a, Ko) 
.Pi 

P{a) * R{a, K1) 

~ P{a) * R(a, KO) * S{KO' KI) 
/; 

The first phase will be an iteration with supports of cardinality < A, the second 
phase will use cardinality A support. 

Let K > A, K Mahlo. We assume that Q * R(A, K', X, <) has been defined for all 
X C XQ ' K' < K and < a well ordering of X. 

Let X C XQ' < a well ordering of X and y = o.t. < . The first phase of the 
construction will be Q * RiA, K, X, <). 

Phase l. Let Q * RO(A, K, X, <) = Q. At stage a + 1: Let (Qa' ea ) be the ath 
member of X, then 

(Qa' ea ) is said to be handled at stage a. 
For a a limit: We take the iteration with support 9Ca where 9Ca = {x C a: 

Ixl<A}. 
If K is the first Mahlo cardinal beyond A then the construction stops here. 
Phase 2. Enumerate the Mahlo cardinals less than K, (Aa: a < K) in a canonical 

well ordering so that each appears K times. At stage a + I: 
Case a. id: Q * R(A, Aa, X, <) ~ Q * RiA, K, X, <), Aa has not been handled 

yet and a > Aa. 
Let 

Q *R (AKX<)=Q*R{AKX<)* SQ*R(A,Aa,x'<){A K) 0+1 , , , a: , " id a' . 

Aa is said to have been handled at stage a. 
Case b. Otherwise. Let 

Q * Ra+I{A, K, X, <) = Q * Ra(A, K, X, <) * 2. 
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At limit stages a: 
Q * Ri;\., /C, X, <) is the iteration with support %a = {x: 1 x n y I<;\. and 1 x 10;;; 

;\. }. 
It is worth noting that this definition of % corresponds to the direct limit at 

inaccessible a > ;\.. The construction terminates at stage /c. 

From time to time we will abuse notation and write" (q, s) E Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) 
with q E Q, s E R(;\., /c, X, <)" when what is really meant is the function a E 
Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) defined by 

{ q if a = 0, 
a(a)= s(a) ifa¥=O. 

It is now easy to see that if (Q', e) E X then 

Q' * SQ'(;\., /C) -=-+ Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) 
e * i 

for some i. This is because (Q', e) will appear as some (Qa' ea), so 

Q' * SQ'(;\., /C) -=-+ Q * R a+,(;\., /C, X, <) 

by Lemma 2.3. Further, if /c' < /C and Q * R(;\., /C', X, <) -=-+ Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) then 
id 

Q * R(;\., /C', X, <) * S (/C', Ie) -=-+ Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) 
id • i 

for some i. We know this because Q * R(;\., /C', X, <) is an iteration of length /C', thus 
the image of id on Q * R(;\., /C', X, <) is contained in Q * R",+,(;\., /c, X, <). Since /c' 

will be handled at some stage a > /C', 

Q * R(;\., /C', X, <} * S(/C', /C) -=-+ Q * R a+,(;\', /C, X, <). 

We can check by induction that Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) <: Y." using the fact that 
1 XQ 10;;; 2~ for 1 Q I=;\.. (We view elements of Q * R(;\., /c, X, <) as functions with 
domain the support of the condition as ~entioned in §5.) 

We will now describe the partial order P(leo). We will define P(;\.) for all Mahlo;\.. 
As we build P(;\.) we will want that if P( a) -=-+ P(;\.) then there is a canonical map 

id 
icon(a,~) such that the following commutes: 

P(a} -=-+P(;\.) 
id 

idi'Ucon(a,A) 

P(a) * R(a, ;\.a' fa' <a,~}. 

fa <: XP(a) and <a,~ will be defined inductively. fa will be defined as soon as P( a) 
is, but the definition of <a,~ occurs during the construction of P(;\.). 

Let ;\. be a Mahlo cardinal. Assume as an induction hypothesis that for all a, p 
Mahlo, a < p <;\., the following have been defined: 

(a) P(a), 
(b) fp, 
(c) <a,p, 
(d) icon(a,p>, with 

fp = {(P(a) * R(a, p, fa' <a,p),icon(a,P»1 P(a) :;P(f1)} U {(P(P),id)}. 
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We will now proceed in defining P(A), <a,A and icon(a, A). The map icon(a,A) will be 
defined using the technique of §S. 

During the construction we will be defining several notions by induction and 
making various promises about the construction which must be kept: 

(1) For every partial order P(a) we consider we will define the notion of a 
(P(a),O) coordinate and a (P(a), 1) coordinate. These will be the coordinates of 
P( A) in the image of the map 

icon(a,A): P(a) * R(a, A, fa' <a,A) ~ P(A). 

(P( a), 0) coordinates will correspond to the first phase of the construction of 
P(a) * R(a, A, X, <). (P(a), 1) coordinates will correspond to the second phase of 
the construction. 

(2) Type y coordinates. 
Type y, (P(a),O) and (P(a),I) coordinates are a labeling system designed to 

facilitate the use of Lemma S.1. At a stage 8 in the construction of P( A) we will 
decide what PH l( A) is and decide whether to label 8 a (P( a), 0), (P( a), 1) or a type 
'Y coordinate. Once a label is applied to 8 it never loses the label. Every type 'Y and 
(P(a), 1) coordinate 8 will receive that label at stage 8 in the construction, however, 
some (P( 'Y), 0) coordinate 8 will have that label applied after stage 8. A coordinate 
can have several labels, e.g., all (P(y),O) coordinates will be type y. No (P(y), 1) 
coordinate will be type y. 

In addition we will be making five promises, PI-PS, which can be viewed as 
induction hypotheses. The first three are: 

PI. If a =1= a', 

{ y: 'Y is of type (P( a), I)} n {y: y is of type (p( a'), I)} = 0. 

P2. For all a and p. with a =1= p. there is at most one 8 that is both type p. and 
(P(a),I). 

P3. For y =1= y', type'Y n type y' = 0. 
(3) The notion of being under attack. To begin with no partial ordering will be 

under attack. As we proceed, we will consider partial orderings P( a). When the time 
is right and certain conditions are satisfied we will attack P( a) by beginning to 
iterate P(a) * R(a, A, fa' <a,A) stage by stage into P(A) using the technique of §S. 

P4. We promise never to attack P(a) before stage a in the construction of P(A). 
(4) For each partial ordering P(a) under attack we will define a well ordering <a,A 

of fa' This definition will occur at the moment P(a) comes under attack. 
(S) At each stage 8 we will be building a map 

icon<;' A): P(a) * R,8(a, A, fa' <a,A) ~ P8(A) 

stage by stage using §S techniques. 
(6) The notion of being" handled". If P( a) is under attack and 

P(a) * R,8+1(a, A, fa' <a,A) = P(a) * R,8(a, A, fa' <a,A) *eSQ(T/, A), 

then at some stage y ~ f3 we will emulate this by 

Py+1(A) = P)A) *icon<p'.Alo eSQ(T/, A). 
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By Lemma 2.4, we can extend icon<;' >.) to 

icon<;+~): P(a) * R,B+l(a, A, fa' <a,>.) "-> Py+1(A). 

( a, /3) will be said to have been "handled" at stage y. 
P5. (a) Ifp E P(a) * Ria, A, fa' <a,>.) then 

supp icon<;' >')( p) c supp icon<;' >')( p(O» U type(P( a), 0) 
U type(P(a), 1). 

(b) If p E P(a) * Ria, A, fa' <a,>.) and p is in the first phase of 
P(a) * Ria, A, fa' <a,>.) then 

suppicon<;'>')(p) C suppicon<;'>')(p(O» U type(P(a),O). 

(c) For each a under attack, we let 1/;(0) = a, 1/;(/3) = the stage where (a, /3) is 
handled for /3 > O. If /3' is in the first phase of P(a) * Rp(a, A, fa' <a,>.) then 1/;(/3') 
is of the type (P( a), 0). If /3' is in the second phase of the construction of 
P(a) * R,B(a, A, fa' <a,>'), 1/;(/3') is a type (P(a), 1) coordinate. 

P(A) will be a A-stage iteration. We will take direct limits at all inaccessibles. At 
limit stages y, where y is not inaccessible, we will take all conditions p E li~ ,B<y Pp( A) 
such that: 

(1) For any P(/L) under attack: 

(a) 1 supp p n type(P(/L), 0) 1 < /L, 

(b) 1 supp p n type(P(/L), 1) I,;;;; /L. 

(2) For any y Mahlo, 1 supp p n type y 1 < y (i.e., we will take the iteration with 
support X~ = {x C g: for all a < g x n a E Xa and x satisfies (1) and (2) above}). 

At successors of inaccessibles y, we will consider partial orderings P( a) not yet 
under attack. If P( a) "-> Py( A) and certain other conditions are satisfied then we will 
begin iterating in P( a) * R( a, A, fa' <a,>.). At this stage we will define <a,>.. 

To make the notation less cumbersome, as soon as fa' <a,>. have been defined, we 
will drop them from the parameters in the R's; i.e., P( a) * R( a, A) instead of 
P(a) * R(a, A, fa' <a,>.). 

To start off, if A is the least Mahlo, P( A) = S( w, A). Otherwise, canonically 
enumerate {P(a): a < A} as (P(a,B): /3 < A) so that each P(a) appears A many 
times. We well order the pairs (a, /3) as follows: 

(a,/3)< (a',/3')iff 
(l) max( a, /3) < max( a', /3') or max( a, /3) = max( a', /3') and 
(2) a < a' or a = a' and 
(3) /3 < /3'. 
We will maintain an induction hypothesis: 
H. If y is the least stage where Py+1 is not defined, P(a) is under attack and /3 is 

the least ordinal such that (a, /3) has not been handled, then icon<;',B): 
P(a) * Rp(a, A) "-> Py(A). 
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Further, if "': /3 ~ y is defined by: "'{ 1/) = the stage where (a, 1/) has been 
handled, then icon<p'lI.) is the map q> given by Lemma 5.1 from P{a) * Rp{a, A) ~ 
PiA). 

(We will consider a map icon<p'lI.): P{a) * Rf{a, A) ~ P€{A) for ~ < y as having 
range in Pi A) by identifying it with id 0 icon<p' ) where id: P€{ A) ~ Py{ A).) 

To start, let Po{ A) = S{ w, A). 
Case a. y + 1 is the least ~ such that P€{ A) is not defined and y is not inaccessible. 
Let (a, /3) be the least pair such that P{ a) is under attack and (a, /3) has not 

been handled yet. (If no such pair exists then Py+1{A) = Py{A) * 2.) 
Then, either P{a) * Rp+1{a, A) = P{a) * Rp{a, A) * 2, in which case we let 

Py+1{A) = Py{A) * 2, or 

P(a) * Rp+1(a, A) = P(a) * Rp(a, A) *id SQ(Ap, A) 

for some Q = P{a) * R{a, Ap). If the latter, we let 

Py+1(A) = Py(A) *iconC;'~) aid SQ(Ap, A). 

Let icon<p+~): P{a) * Rp+1{a, A) ~ Py+1{A) be the embedding guaranteed by Lemma 
2.3. We say: 

(O) P{a) * R{a, Ap) has been handled at this stage, y + 1. 
(I) (a, /3) has been handled at stage y + 1. 
(2) y is called a (P(a), 1) coordinate. 
(3) In the second alternative above, we call y a type Ap coordinate. 
Case b. y is the least place, Pi A) is not defined and y is a limit. 
(i) If y is inaccessible then Pi A) = l~ Pi A). 
(ii) If y is not inaccessible, then we take all conditions p E l~ Py{ A) such that: 
(l) for all P{IL) under attack 

I supp p n type(P(IL), 0)1 < IL, 

I supp p n type(P(IL), 1 )10;;; IL. 

(2) For any inaccessible IL, I supp p n type IL 1< IL· 
We have to verify our induction hypothesis H at this stage. We use Lemma 5.1. 
Consider an a such that P{ a) is under attack. Let /3 be the least ordinal such that 

(a, /3) has not been handled. By P4, a < y. 
If 1/ = sup { 1>: I> is the stage where some (a, /3') has been handled for some 

/3' < /3} < y, then, by H we have that 

icon<p'lI.): P(a) * Rp(a, A) ~ P,,(A). 

Since id: P,,{A) ~ Py{A), H holds at y. 
If 1/ = y, we let ",{O) = a and ",{/3') = the stage where (a, /3') is handled. We 

want to verify the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1. 
Case i. y is inaccessible. 
The observation above yields that /3 = y. Since a < y, 

P(a) * Rp(a, A) = l~ P(a) * R€(a, A). 
~<p 
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Thus we are taking direct limits in both P(a) * Rp(a, X) and Py(X). Consequently, 
the support criterion of Lemma 5.1 is easy to establish. Applying the lemma, we get 
a canonical 

Case ii. y is not inaccessible. 
Let Xbe the support of a conditionp E P(a) * Rp(a, X). We need that 1/1 "X is a 

support for Py( X). By P5, 11/1" X n type(P( a), 0) I < a, because X restricted to the 
first phase of P( a) * RP( a, X) has cardinality < a. Since I X I 0;;;; a, 11/1" X n 
type(P( a), 1) 10;;;; a. Now 1/1" X ~ type(P( a), 0) U type(P( a), 1), and for any p. =1= a, 

I typep. n (type(P(a),O) U type(P(a), 1» 10;;;; 1, 
so 11/1" X n type p.1 < p.. If p. = a, then type p. n 1/1" X ~ type(P( a), 0) so 11/1" X n 
type a 1< a. Similarly, PI and P2 imply ihat for any p. =1= a, 

11/1" X n type(P(p.), 0) 10;;;; 1, 

11/1" X n type(P(p.), 1) 10;;;; 1. 

Thus 1/1" X is a support for Pi X). 
Let X ~ P be such that 1/1" X is the support for some condition in Py( X). Then, 

11/1" X n type(P( a), 0) I < a, so X restricted to the first phase of P( a) * RP( a, X) has 
cardinality < a. Since 1/1" X ~ type(P( a), 0) U type(P( a), 1), 11/1" X I 0;;;; a. Thus I X I 0;;;; 
a and X is a support for P(a) * Rp(a, X). This establishes the support criterion in 
Lemma 5.1. Applying the lemma we get a map 

icon<;·A): P(a) * Rp(a, X) ~ Py(X) 

satisfying the induction hypothesis. 
Case c. y + 1 is the least ordinal such that Py+ I( X) is not defined and y is 

inaccessible. 
Suppose y is the Pth inaccessible. We consider the Pth P(a) in our enumeration. 

If it is not yet under attack, we ask: 
(1) id: P(a) ~ PiX)? 
(2) a < y? 

If the answer to either one of these questions is no, then Py+I(X) = PiX) * 2 and 
P( a) is still not under attack. If yes: 

Let r; ~ ra be defined by: P(a') * R(a', a) E r; iff 
(1) a' < a, 
(2) P( a') is under attack, 
(3) <a'. a = <a'. A' 

(4) id: P(a') * R(a', a) ~ P(a') * R 8(a', X), 
where 8 is the greatest ordinal such that 

is defined. 
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(5) The diagram 

P(a/) * R(a' , a) 

P(a) 

commutes. 

~ P(a/) * R.,(a' , A) 
id 

~ 

id 

(Comment. This diagram implies that 
P (A) *. . . sp(a'). R(a',a)(a A) 

y Id 0 lcon(1I .«) , 

=P(A)* .. sP(a').R(a',a)(a,A).) 
y ioorf,G . ~) 0 ld 
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For every P(a/) * R(a' , a) E f;, let 'Ta, be the stage in the construction of 
P( a/) * R( a', A) where a is handled. Note: 'Ta , ~ a. 

Case l. For every P( a/) * R( a', a) E f; (a', 'Ta,) has been handled. 
Py(A) orders r; in a natural way, namely the order in which the (a','Ta') have 

been handled. The order <a,A on fa is defined by: 
(i) every element of f; is less than every element of fa - r;. 
(ii) f; is ordered by the order induced by Pi A). 
(iii) fa - f; is canonically well ordered by its ordinal indices; i.e., if QI = 

P(PI) * R(PI' a) E fa and Q 2 = P(P2) * R(P2 , a) E fa then QI <a,A Q 2 iff PI < P2' 
Let 

~o = O.t. <a,At f;, 

~I = O.t <a,At fa - f;. 

CLAIM l. P(a) * REo(a, A, ra' <a,A) ~ Py(A). 
PROOF. We use Lemma 5.1 again. Enumerate r; in the order <a,fl, 

(P(afl) * R(afl' a): P < ~o)· Define 1/1 as follows: Let 1/1(0) = a. For P > 0 let I/I(P) 
= the stage where (afl' 'Ta,) has been handled. Since 'Tall > a, I/I(P) > a for all P > O. 
For T/ .;;; ~o, we define 

icon<;,A}: P(a) * R,,(a, A, fa' <a,A) ~ PiA) 

by icon<;' A)( a) = a' where 

{
a(0)(8) 

a ' ( 8) = ~(P) 

Subclaim. For all T/ .;;; ~o, 

if 8 < a, 
if 8 = I/I(P) for 8 ~ a, 
if 8 ~ a and 8 fll/l"T/. 

icon<;,A): P(a) * R,,(a, A, fa' <a,A) ~ Py(A). 

PROOF. We go by induction. If T/ = 0 then icon\f,A): P(a) ~ PiA) since icon\f,A) 
= id. Assume for all T/' < T/ the subclaim is true. If T/ is a successor ordinal then the 
lemma is trivial using Lemma 2.3. If T/ is a limit then we want to use Lemma 5.1. As 
usual the only nontrivial condition to verify is the support criterion. 
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Let X k T/, X a support for some condition in P(a) * R..,(a, X, fa' <a,A)' We want 
that 1/I"X is a support in Py(X). By our definition of type a, every stage where an 
( a', Tci') has been handled is of type a. 

Since Xis a support for P(a) * R..,(a, X, fa' <a,A), 1 XI< a. Thus, 11/I"XI< a and 
1/1" X is bounded below y.1/I" X k type a U {a} so by PI - P3, for allp, under attack, 

1 If" X n (type(p(p,), 0) U type(P(p,), I) H~ 2. 

Thus, 1/1" X is a support in P,,( X) where I) = sup 1/1" X. 
Suppose X k T/ and If" X is a support for PiX). Then, since 1/1" X k type a U {a}, 

11/1" XI < a. Thus 1 XI < a and X is a support for P( a) * R..,( a, X, fa' <a,A)' This 
establishes the subclaim which directly implies the claim. 

Let PyH,(X) be the result of iterating in the rest of P(a) * R(oH,(a, X) in the 
order <a,A with support of cardinality < a. Then we get a canonical 

icon~~'·n: P(a) * REo+(,(a, X) ~ PyH,(X) 

satisfying the induction hypothesis H. 
We call1/l''~o U [y, y + ~\) the type (P(a),O) coordinates and [y, y + ~\) are all 

called type a coordinates. For each fJ < ~o, we say that (a, fJ) is handled at stage 
1/I(fJ). If fJ = ~o + T/ < ~o + ~\, then (a, fJ) is said to be handled at stage y + T/. It is 
now easy to verify PI-P5. Finally, P(a) is said to be under attack at this stage. 

Case 2. Otherwise. 

Py+\(X) = RiX) * 2 

and y is not type a', type(P( a'), 0) or (P( a'), I) for any a'. 
We let P(X) = P(X) = lim(p..(X): a < X). This completes the definition of P(X). -We now remark that if P( a) ~ P( X), then 

id 
P(a) * R(a, X, fa' <a,A) ~ p(X) 

icon<:'~) 

for a canonically defined icon~' A). (We will drop the subscript and write icon<a, A).) 
This is because P(a) ~P(X) implies that P(a) ~Pa(X). Thus P(a) comes up X times 

id id 
in Case c. At stages y where P(a) is considered, look at f~. If y\ < Y2 then f~, k f~2' 

Since the cardinality of fa is small, eventually f~ stabilizes to some P. Since r' has 
small cardinality there is a 6 such that all the relevant (a', Ta,) have been handled by 
stage 6. The next time P(a) comes up in Case c, it comes under attack. Once P(a) is 
under attack, we use the induction hypothesis together with Lemma 5.1 to see that 
there is a canonical 

icon<a, A): P(a) * R(a, X, fa' <a,A) ~ P(X). 

We now state a lemma whose proof is an easy but tedious application of the 
recursion theorem. 

LEMMA 6.1. (a) For any Q k Va (a Mahlo) that is a c.c. and any X, < , 
Q*R(a,X, X,<) k VA 

and is first order definable in VHw with parameters Q, a, X, X, < . 
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(b) For any Mahlo a, P(a) C Va and is first order definable in Va+w with a as a 
parameter. 

(c) For any Mahlo a and A, <a,>., fa and P(a) * R(a, A, fa' <a,>.) are first order 
definable with parameters a and A. 

(d) For any a, a', {3 the map icon<p' a') is definable with a, a' and {3 as parameters. 

LEMMA 6.2.2 
(a) If A is Mahlo then P(A) has the A c.c. 
(b) If K, A are Mahlo and Q C v" has the K c.c. then Q * R(K, A, X, <) has the A 

c.c. 

PROOF. (a). CLAIM. If Pa(A) has the A c.c. for all a < A, then P(A) has the A c.c. 
PROOF. Let (P>.: y < A) be an arbitrary A sequence of conditions from P(A). We 

need to show that two conditions in this sequence are compatible. 
For each y, let f( y) = sup(supp Py n y). f is regressive on inaccessibles (since we 

took direct limits at inaccessibles) and y is Mahlo so there is a stationary set SeA 
such that f is constant on S, say with constant value {3. We can thin S to a set S' of 
cardinality A with the property that if a\, a2 E S' 

supp PaJ n supp Pa2 C {3. 

By the A c.c. of Pp(A) there are y\, Y2 E S' such that PYJ ~ {3 and PY2 ~ {3 are 
compatible. The supports of PYJ and PY2 are disjoint beyond {3 so we can define a 
condition q by picking q ~ {3 such that 

q ~ {3 ,,;;; PYJ ~ {3, PY2 ~ {3 

and for a ~ {3, defining q by 

q is well defined and supp q = supp PYJ U supp PY2 U supp q ~ {3, hence q really is a 
condition. It is easy to see that q ,,;;; PYJ' PY2 because q ~ {3 ,,;;; PYJ ~ {3 1\ PY2 ~ {3 and for 
any a > {3, I It- q( a) < pyl a) 1\ Py2( a) since at most one of PyJ( a) and Py2( a) is not I 
and q( a) takes on that value. 

From the claim it suffices to see that PiA) has the A c.c. for all a < A. Let 
(py : y < A) be an arbitrary subset of PiA). We want to show that there are y\, Y2 
such that PYJ and PY2 are compatible. 

Since A is inaccessible, 10'( a) 1 < A. Thus by a pigeonhole argument we can assume 
that for all y\, Y2' supp PYJ = supp PY2' Let X C a be this common support. 

For each /) EX, P6+\(A) = PiA) *io sQa(A{j, A), for some i{j and Q{j C V>'a' Since 
Q{j has the At C.C., for each y we can find a set Dy,{j in Vof cardinality A{j such that 

2 The argument here is essentially R. Laver's chain condition argument for an t{ n+ I saturated ideal on 
t{ n' 
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Q a It-dom py(8) (; Dy,a X Aa. (Recall, Qalt- py(8) E SQ5(Aa, A), so QaIt-3D, 1 D 1= 
Aa such that dom pi 8) (; D X Aa·) Let." = sUPaEx Aa. Define a function f with 
domain A ~ ." by 

f(y) = sup ( U Dy,a n y). 
aEX 

Again we see that f is regressive on inaccessible y. Since A is Mahlo, there is a 
stationary set S and an ordinal fJ < A such that for all yES, f( y) = fJ. Pick Sf (; S 
of cardinality A such that for all YI' Y2 E Sf 

( U Dy"a) n ( U DY2 ,B) (; fJ· 
aEX aEX 

(Without loss of generality we assume fJ > .".) 
For each y E Sf we build a new condition qy canonically by making 

IIqy(8) = pi8)r (Dy ,6 n fJ) X ABII = 1. 

We notice that Qa It-qi8) E S(A8' fJ). Since 1 Qa 1= Aa there can be at most 2fJ 
distinct qi8) up to equivalence in VQs. Computing we get 1 {(qy(8): 8 E X)ly E 
Sf} 10;;;;; (2fJ)IXk A. Thus there must be YI and Y2 E Sf such that (qy,( 8): 8 E X) = 
(qY2( 8): 8 E X). (Again up to equivalence.) 

CLAIM. Py, and PY2 are compatible. 
PROOF. It is enough to see that for all 8 EX, QBIt- py,(8) andpy2(8) are compati-

ble. But Qa It- dom py,( 8) n dom py2( 8) (; dom qy,( 8) and qy.< 8) = qY2( 8). Thus Qa It-
py,( 8) U py2( 8) is a condition, because Py.< 8) and py2( 8) are equal everywhere in the 
intersection of their domains. 

This proves part (a). 
The proof of part (b) is very similar. 

7. The master condition. Our final partial order is 

P(/Co) * R(/Co, /CI' f"o' <"0'''') * 8(/Co, /C I)· 

LEMMA 7.1. For every Q = P(a) * R(a, /Co' fa' <a, .. o) with (Q,icon(a, .. o» E f .. o' 

there are kl and k2 such that the following diagram commutes: 

(see diagram in Lemma 3.1). 
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PROOF. Fix such an a. Since (P( a) * R( a, /(0)' icon( a, 1<0») E f Ko' there is a stage /3 
where P(a) * R(a, /(0) is handled in the first phase of the construction of 
P(/(o) * R(/(o' /(1)' Let kl be the map that sends (q, s) E Q * 8(/(0' /(1) to (1 E 
P(/(o) * R(/(o, /(1)' where (1 is defined by: 

(1(0) = icon(a,Ko)(q), 

(1(8) = {I ~ess8 = /3, 
s if 8 = /3. 

As we remarked after the definition of Q * R(/(, A, X, <) the map defined this way 
is a neat embedding. 

Since Q = P(a) * R(a, /(0' fa' <a,l<o) is first order definable with parameters a 
and /(o,j(Q) = P(a) * R(a, /(1' fl' <a,K). By Lemma 6.2, Q has the /(0 C.C. Thus 

j: P(a) * R(a, /(0' fa' <a,l<o) ~ P(a) * R(a, /(1) fa' <a,KJ 

is a neat embedding. Since P(a) * R(a, /(0) (;; v.,o,jt P(a) * R(a, /(0' fa' <a,K) is the 
identity on P(a) * R(a, /(0)' We note that <a KO = <a K , since {fa' <a I< } E v.. and 

, , I l ' 0 "'0 

so <a,Ko = j( <a,l<o) = <a,I<,. Summing up we get that 
id: P(a) * R(a, /(0' fa' <a,Ko) ~ P(a) * R(a, /(1' fa' <a,K,). 

From this we deduce that there is a stage 7';;;' /(0 in the second phase of the 
construction where /(0 is handled. We let 

k 2 : P(a) * R(a, /(0) * 8(/(0' /(1) -+ P(a) * R(a, /(1) 
be the map defined as follows: for p E P( a) * R( a, /(0) and s E 8( /(0' /( I)' 

ifTJ < /(0' 

ifTJ=7', 
otherwise. 

Again by our remarks in §6, k 2 is a neat embedding, and it is now easy to check that 
the following diagram commutes: 

P(a) * R(a, /(0) 
id 
~ P(a) * R(a, /(0) * 8(/(0' /(1) 

~ fk2 
P(a) * R(a, /(1)' 

We now turn our attention to showing that the central square of our diagram 
commutes. Since P(/(o) has the /(0 C.C. and P(/(o) (;; v.,o' id: P(/(o) ~ P(/(I) and hence 
P(/(o) comes under attack at some stage y ;;;. /(0 in the construction of P(/(\). 

CLAIM. Let y be the stage in the construction of P(/(\) where P(/(o) comes under 
attack, then P(a) * R(a, /(0' fa' <a,Ko) E f~. 

PROOF. We verify (1)-(5) in the definition of f~ 
(1) is trivial since a < /(0 < Ie. 

(2) Since P(a) ~ P(/(o), P(a) comes under attack in the construction of P(/(o) at 
some stage TJ < /(0' By elementarity, j(TJ) is the stage where P(j(a)) comes under 
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attack in the construction of P(K\}. Butj(Tl} = Tl andj(a} = a, hence Tl is the stage 
where P(a} comes under attack in the construction of P(K\}. Since y;;;' KO > Tl, P(a} 
is under attack at stage y. 

(3) We have l;lfgued previously that <a,l<o = <a,l<l. 
(4) We have to check that 

id: pea) * R(a, KO) ~ pea) * Ria, K\) 

where 8 is the greatest ordinal for which 

icon\5,I<.): pea) * R8(a, K\) ~ PiK\) 

is defined. 
Since y ;;;. KO' and for all 13 < KO' icon<;'ICo) is defined, again by elementarity we see 

that for all 13 < KO' icon<;,ICI) is defined. Thus 8;;;. KO. We know that 

id: pea) * R(a, KO) ~ pea) * R(a, K\). 

P(a} * R(a, Ko} is an iteration of length KO' so id: P(a} * R(a, KO} ~ 
P(a} * RI<Ja, K\}. Thus 

id: pea) * R(a, KO) ~ pea) * R8(a, K\). 

This establishes (4). 
(5) We must check that 

pea) * R(a, KO) 

commutes. 
Let p E P(a} * R(a, KO}. Then j(p) = id(p) so j(p) E P(a) * RI<Ja, K\). By 

Lemma 6.1 

j(icon(a,l<o)(p») = icon(a,I<I)(j(p» = (icon(a,l<l) 0 id)(p). 

Since P(KO) C v.,o,jt P(KO) = id. 
From this we conclude 

j(icon(a,ICo)(p») = (id 0 icon(a,l<o»)(p). 

Summing up: (id 0 icon(a,ICo»(p) = (icon(a,l<l) 0 id)(p). This completes the proof of 
the claim. 

Let", be the map defined at the stage where P(KO) comes under attack. Let 'T be 
the stage in the construction of P(a) * R(a, K\) where KO is handled. Let 13 be the 
stage in the first phase of P(KO) * R(KO' K\) where (P(a) * R(a, Ko),icon(a,l<o» is 
handled. Then "'(13) = the stage where (a, 'T) is handled. (Since 'T > KO' "'(13) > KO.) 

Let us consider a typical element (r, 0') E P(a) * R(a, KO) * S(KO' K\), where 
r E P(a) * R(a, KO) and 0' E S(KO' K\). 
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We want to follow it around the central square of the diagram: 

P(a) * R(a, /Co) * S(/Co, /C) 

L'k2 

P(a) * R(a, /C) 

As we remarked before 

k)(r, a) = a' where 

~ 

j(icon(G,.o» 

if." = 0, 
if.,,=/J, 
otherwise, 

if." = 1/J(fJ), 
otherwise. 

(This is because icon("o, "I) t P(/Co) = id.) 
Going the other way around the diagram, 
k 2(r, a) = cp where: 

Note that cp t /Co = r. 

if." </Co, 
if.,,='T, 
otherwise. 
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We have to see that icon(a, "1)( cp) = a*. Now icon(a, '(1)( cp) = icon(a, "1)( cp t /Co) U cp* 
where 

*(.,,) = {a if." = ~e stage where (a, 'T) is handled, 
cp 1 otherwIse. 

(cp* defined only for." ;;a. /Co,) 
Because rEV." and icon(a, "o)(r) E v,. and Lemma 6.1, o 0 

icon(a, '(0)( r) = j(icon(a, '(0)( r») 
= icon(a'''I)(j(r» 

= icon(a'''I)(r). 

Thus we can conclude that 

icon(a, '(1)( cp t /Co) = icon(a, "1)( r) = icon(a, "0)( r) = a* t /Co. 

There is only one element in each of the supports of icon(a, "1)( cp) and a* beyond 
/Co. These are the stage where (a, 'T) is handled and 1/J(/J) respectively. But by the 
definition of 1/J, 1/J( /J) = the stage where (a, 'T) is handled. At this coordinate, a* and 
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icon(a. "1)( cp) both have value o. Thus, 0* and icon(a. "1)( cp) agree beyond "0 and 
hence 0* = icon( a. "1)( cp). This completes the proof that the central square commutes. 

The other triangles of the diagram are easily seen to commute, This establishes the 
lemma. 

Sincej: P("o) ~ P("I) is the identity, 

and we get a map i such that the following diagram commutes: 

P("o) * R("o, "I) :;P("o) * R("o, "I) * S("I' "2) 
icon(KO. K,) ~ ./f 

P("I) * R("I' "2)' 

We can view i as 

We want to build a master condition for i andj in the sense of §3. 
Our master condition will be built by first creating a master condition for 

icon("o'''I): P("o) * R("o, "I) ~ P("I) and j: P("o) * R("o, "I) ~ P("I) * R("I' "2)' 
After we have constructed this we will adjoin the master condition for the Silver 
collapse. 

The idea here is to build the master condition, PI' coordinate by coordinate, using 
Lemma 7.1 so that at each coordinate a, PI(a) acts as a master condition for that 
coordinate. 

For each a, 

for some Qa, ea and Aa. Let 'ITa: 'iB(P("I) * R("I' "2)) ~ 'iB(Qa) be the projection 
map splitting ea' (Similarly for each P < "I' P("o) * R,8+I("O' "I) = 
P("o) * R,s("o, "I) *eflSQfl(A,s, "I) for some e,s, Q,s and A,s. We will call the projec-
tion map 'lTQfl: 'iB(P("o) * R,sC"o, "I)) ~ 'iB(Q,s)') Let y = o.t. <"0, "Ion f"o" Then 
j( y) = o.t. <"I' "2' If a <j(y) then either Qa = PCP) * R(P, "I)(P < "I) and Aa = "I 
or Qa = P("I)' If a;;;' j(y), then Q a = P("I) * R("I' Aa) for some Aa > "I' 

Let A = j"y. If P E P("o) * R("o, "I) then 1 supp P n y 1< "0' so j(supp P n y) 
= j"(supp P n y). Thus supp j( p) n j( y) = j"(supp P n y). This is important, be-
cause it means that in order to build a master condition for the first phase of 
P("o) * R("o, "I) we need only consider coordinates in A. If a E A and Q a = 
PCP) * R(P, "I) for some P < "I then a = j(a') for some a' < y and Q a = j(Q') for 
some Q' = P(P') * R(P', "0)' The only way for this to happen is if P = p'. Hence 
for a E A we know that Qa = PCP) * R(P, "I) for some P < "0' or Qa = P("I)' If 
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We argue analogously to Lemma 3.1. Let Ii be a term in VP(P)· R(P, K,) denoting the 
generic object for P(fJ) * R(fJ, KO) * S(KO' K,) defined via k~ in VP(P)· R(P,K,). There 
is a term Tin 

defined in VP(P)· R(P,K,) by 

T= u 
(q,s)EH 

qEP(P2 • R(P, KO) 

j{s ). 

Then, as in Lemma 3.1, for all q E P(fJ) * R(fJ, KO) * S(KO' K,), (I, T)/\ k~(q) 0;;;; 

j(q). «I, T) is considered to be an element of P(fJ) * R(fJ, K,) * S(K" K2).) Call this 
term Ta. If Q a = P(K,) then there are kj and k~ such that the following commutes: 

So by Kunen's theorem there is aTE SP(K')(K" K 2 ) such that for all q E 
P(KO) * S(Ko, K,), (1, T) /\ k~(q) o;;;;j(q). In this case, call this term Ta. 

We define our master condition p, for j: P(KO) * R(KO' K,) -> P(K,) * R(K" K2 ) 

inductively: For a < j( y), let 

p,(-) = H if a = 0, 
if a E A, 
if a ~ A. 

The supp p, tJ(y) has cardinality the cardinality of j"y which is less than K" so 
p, Ij(y) E P(K,) * R(K" K2). 

We need to introduce some notation: If 0 E VQ· and Q a /t-o E SQ·(Aa , K,) we let 
Q: be the condition in P(K,) * R(K" K2 ) defined to be 0 at a and I everywhere else. 

We now show that if H' ~ P(K,) * R(K" K2 ) is generic andp, t j(y) E H' then for 
all 0 E P(KO) * R(KO' K,) such that icon(Ko,K,)(o) E H',j(o)t j(y) E H'. We will do 
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this by showing that if icon("o.I<I)(O') E H' and a <j(y) then j(O')(a) E H'. This 
suffices since H' is a complete ultrafilter on 'iB(P("I) * R("I' "2»' 

Suppose icon(I<o.I<I)(O') E H'. Then as we argued earlier, suppj(O') nj(y) = 
j"(supp 0' n y) .. Let a E supp j( 0') n j( y). Then a = j( a') for some a' < y and 
j(O')(a) = j(O'(a'». If a = 0, icon("o'''I)(O'(O» = 0'(0) = j(O'(O», since 0'(0) E P("o)' If 
a =F 0 and Q a = P(P) * R(P, "I) for some P < "0 we consider: 

P(p) * R(P, "0) * S("o, "I) 

fk2 
P(P) * R(P, "I) ~ P("I)' 

icon(fl. K ,) 

By the proof of Lemma 3.1, ki(l, O'(a'» /\ (I, Ta) ,..;;; (I, j(O')(a» in 
P(P) * R(P, "I) * S("I' "2)' (Here we are considering 1 E P(P) * R(P, "I) and Ta E 
S("I' "2)') In other words ki(1, 0'( a'» II- Ta ,..;;; j( 0')( a). 

CLAIM. icon(I<o. 1<1)( 0') /\ Ta ,..;;; j( 0' )( a). 
PROOF. This is true iff w,.(icon("o. "1)( 0'» II-Q« Ta ,..;;; j( 0')( a). Since the diagram com-

mutes, 
icon(P, "t> 0 ki(I, 0'( a')) ~ icon(I<o. 1<1)( 0'). 

But this implies that '1Ta (icon(I<o. 1<1)( 0'» ,..;;; ki(1, 0'( a'». Hence '1Ta(icon(I<o. 1<1)( 0'» II-Q« Ta 

,..;;; j( 0' )( a) as desired. 
The only case remaining is where Q a = P(" I)' Since 

commutes, 

icon("o. 1(1)( 0') II-P("I) Ta ,..;;; j( 0')( a) in SP(I<I)( "I' "2) 

by Kunen's theorem, and hence icon(I<o. 1(1)( 0') /\ Ta ,..;;; j( 0' )( a). This shows what we 
wanted since Ta ~ PI t y. 

To definep~beyondj(y): 
Let 

B= u j( supp( q )). 

Then I B I = 1"1 X led = "I and B n j( y) = A. The support of PI will be B. Each 
a E B - y is the stage where Qa = P("I) * R("I' Aa) is handled for some Aa > "I' 
To define p(a), we assume by induction that PI t a has been defined and if 
q E P("o) * R("o' "I) then icon(I<o'''I)(q) /\PI t a "';;;j(q)t a. (Note that we already 
have this for PI t y.) 

Let G E VP(I<I)' R(I<1> "2) be a term for the generic object for P("o) * R("o. "I) 
defined by icon(I<o. 1(1). 
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There is a term Ga in VP(KI)· R(Kh >'a) with the property that 

II G,!'KI) • R(KI> >'a) = GIIp(KI). R(KI> K2) = 1. 

(Here the boolean value is taken in 'ffi(P(ICI ) * R(IC I , IC2» and 

means the denotation of Ga in 
VP(KI)· R(KI> >'a). 

459 

Recall P(IC I ) * R(/CI , Aa) ~ P(ICI ) * R(IC I , IC 2 ) so this makes sense.) We will define 
id 

PI(a) to be a term 

with the property that "'iPI t a) ~Qa for every q EGa' T < j(q)(a) in 
SP(KI)· R(Kh>'a)(Aa, IC 2 ). This will suffice to show the induction hypothesis at a, since 
to check that 

we need that 
(1) icon(Ko,I<I)(q) I\Plt a ';;;'j(q)t a and 
(2) "'a(icon(Ko,KI)(q) 1\ PI t a)1f-Q)(q)(a) ;;;. PI( a). 
But since 

then 

"'a(icon(I<O,I<I)(q) I\Pd a) If-q EGa' 

Since "'iPI t a)lf-Vq EGa' (PI(a) <j(q)(a», we get 

"'a(icon(I<O,I<I)( q) 1\ PI t a) If-PI( a) <j( q)( a). 

We must show that there is such a T. In VP(KI)· R(Kh>'a), we let T = U qEGa j(q)(a). 

LEMMA 7.2. "'a(PI t a)lf-T E SP(I<I)· R(I<I,>'a)(A a, IC 2). 

PROOF. We start with a claim. 
CLAIM. "'iPI t a) If- for all ql' q2 EGa' j(ql)(a) andj(q2)(a) are compatible. 
PROOF. Let H ~ P(ICI) * R(ICI, /(2) be generic with PI t a E H. Then for all q E 

P(/Co) * R(ICO' ICI), q E Ga iff icon(Ko,I<I)(q) E H. Let ql and q2 E G. There is a 
q3 E G such that q3 .;;;, ql' q2' This means that for all (J, "'Qiq3 t (J) If-ql({J) and 
q2({J) are compatible. (Here Qp is the partial ordering corresponding to the (Jth 
coordinate of P(/Co) * R(ICO' IC I ) and "'Q(I is the projection onto Qp.) Byelementarity 
"'ij( q3) t a) If- ql( a) and q2( a) are compatible. But by the induction hypothesis, 
j(q3)t a E H, since icon(l<o, "1)(q3) I\Plt a ';;;'j(q3)t a. Hence, if H' is the generic 
object for Q a induced by ea, then V[H'] 1= ql(a) and q2(a) are compatible. This 
proves the claim. 

To see the lemma, we note that I G I = IC I . Since P(IC I ) * R(IC I , Aa) has the Aa c.c., 
Aa is a cardinal in VP(I<I)· R("I,>'a). Thus "'(PI t a) If- Tis the union of < Aa compatible 
elements of S(A a , IC I ) and thus "'(PI t a) If- T E S(A .. , IC I ). 
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This proves the lemma. 
It is now easy to see that 7' is the term we desired. We need that 'lTa(pt a) It- for all 

q E <\.,7' <j(q)(a). But 

'lTa(pta)It-7'= U j(q)(a) 
qEGa 

hence for any q EGa' 'lTip t a) It- 7' <j(q)(a). 
The induction hypothesis carries over automatically at limit stages. 
Letpi be the result of carrying out this process through all of B. We get from our 

induction that: 
If q E P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) then icon("o'''I)(q) /\ PI ';;;;'j(q). This was our definition of 

a master condition for icon(ICo,ICI) andj. 
Let G be a generic object for P(IC I ) * R(IC I , 1(2 ) with PI E G. Let G be the induced 

generic object for P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) via icon("o, "I). Since PI is a master condition we 
get that for all q E G,j(q) E G. Since G is an ultrafilter andj preserves incompati-
bility, for a1J q E P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ), q E G iffj(q) E G. Thus we get an elementary 
embedding] extendingj such that 

j: V[G) ~ M[G). 
Because P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) E r"l there is a map i, 

i: P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) * S(IC I , 1(2) ~ P(IC I ) * R{lC p 1( 2 ) 

extending icon("o, "I). In VP(ICI)· R("h I(2) we have a term G for a generic object on 
P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) * S(IC I , 1(2 ) induced by i. Let 7' E VP("I)· R( IC h"2) be defined by 

7'= 

The usual arguments show that 

U 
(q,a)EG 

qEP(ICo) • R("o, "I) 
aES("I, '(2) 

j( (1). 

and that PI It- 7' < j(o) for all (q, 0) E G. Thus if (q, 0) E 
(P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I » * S(IC I , 1(2 ) then i(q, 0) /\ (PI' 7')';;;;' (j(q), j(o». This estab-
lishes that (PI' 7') is a master condition for i andj. Let P = (PI' 7'). 

Let us sum up what we have done. We started withj: V ~ M a 2-huge embedding. 
We found partial orders P = P(ICO) * R(ICO' IC I ) * S(IC I , 1( 2 ), and j(P) = 
P(IC I ) * R(IC I , 1(2 ) * S(1C 2 , 1(3 ) such that there is a map i: P ~ j(P) and a master 
condition P for i and j. By the definition of a master condition, we know that if G is 
j(P)-generic with pEG and G is the generic object induced on P, then for all q E P, 
q E G iff j(q) E G. From this we know that we can extend j to an elementary 
embedding]: V[G] ~ M[G). 

LEMMA 7.3. In V P, ICO = NI, IC I = N2 and 1C2 = N3• 

PROOF. Since PO(ICO) = S(~, ICO)' ICO';;;;' NI in V p• We only need to observe that ICO 
is the first ordinal moved by] in order to see that ICO is a cardinal. 
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We ~ow that P(KO) E f Ko' 1!ence P(KO) * 5'(KO' KI ) .... P(KO) * R(KO' KI ). Thus 
K ( ,,-;;; ~ i . By the elementarity of j, K ( is a cardinal in j(P). But P .... j(P) and so K ( is a 
cardinal in V p • Thus K( = ~iP. 

We now have an elementary embedding j: V[Gj -> M[Gj such that V[Gjl= KO= ~(' 
K( = ~2' K2 = ~3' Reasoning as in §l, we see that V[Gjl=(~3'~2'~() ......... 
(~2'~('~0) and we have established: 

THEOREM. 

Con(ZFC + there is a 2-huge cardinal) 

~ Con(ZFC + (~3'~2'~() ......... (~2'~('~0))' 

8. Final remarks. We now want to establish the consistency of 
(~3'~2'~1) ......... (~2'~1'~0) with the G.C.H. and indicate the modifications neces-
sary to get (~n+3'~n+2'~n+l) ......... (~n+2'~n+('~n)' 

LEMMA 8.1. Let j: V -> M be a 2-huge embedding. Let G be P-generic. Let B <;;; K2 
code all the bounded subsets of K2 in V[Gj. Then L[Bjl= (~3' ~ 2' ~ I) ......... (~2' ~ I' ~o) 
+ G.C.H. 

PROOF. By standard arguments the G.C.H. holds for all a;;;' K2 in L[Bj. To see the 
G.C.H. in L[Bj, it is enough to see that V[Gjl= 2Ko = KO' 2Ko = K( and 2KI = K2. 

Let 1p = {A: A is an antichain in P}. It is a standard fact that 

V[G]1=10'(a)I"-;;;la1p n VI. 
For a = K(: Pis K2 C.C. in V, so 11= K21 in V. Since K2 is inaccessible, IKI1p I = K2· 

Thus V[Gjl=l 0'(K() 1,,-;;; K2. 
For a = KO: In VP(KO)· R(KO' KIl, 

SP(KO)· R(KO.KI)(K(, K 2 ) 

is < K ( closed. Hence, 
0'(KO([G] = 0'(KO([GW(KO). R(KO,KI)] 

and thus we only need to check 2Ko = K( in V[Gt P(KO) * R(KO' K()j. Again let 
1p(KO). R(KO,KI) = {A: A is an antichain in P(KO) * R(KO' K()}. Since P(KO) * R(KO' K() 
is K( C.C., 

But 

and 
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All that remains to be checked is that V[ G] 1=1 21'1 0 1 = "0: 
CLAIM. In VP(ICo), R("o, "I) is a ("0' oo)-distributive partial ordering. 
The claim implies that we only have to check 21'1 0 = "I in V[Gt P("o)]. Since 

P("o) is "0 c.c. arguments similar to those above show that 21'10 = "I in V[G]. 
PROOF OF CLAIM. Let (Da: a < fJ) (fJ < "0) be a collection of dense open subsets 

ofR("o, "I)' Suppose VP(ICO) 1= there is no 'T E na<pDa' 
Let H be a V-generic object for P("I)' Let H * G be the generic object for 

P("o) * R("o, "I) induced by icon(ICo,ICI). 
There is an elementary embeddingj*: V[H] ~ M[H] extendingj. 

j*{(Da: a < fJ)} = (j*{Da): a < fJ), 
since fJ < "0' By elementarity of j*, M[H] 1= there is no 'T such that for all a < fJ, 
'T Ej(Da)' 

Let 'T E R("I' "2)' 'T E VP(ICI) be the master condition we constructed. Then 
V[H] 1= for all (p, s) E H * G, 'T <j(s). 

However, Gis V[H] generic and hence for each a there is an s E Da n G. But 
then j(s) Ej(Da) and 'T ~j(s). This is a contradiction because it implies that 
'T Ej(Da) for all a. This completes the proof that the G.C.H. holds in L[B). We still 
must see that L[B] 1= (H3, H2, HI) ~ (H 2, HI' Ho). 

Let ~ E L[B) be of type (H 3, H2, HI\>' Then in V[G] there is a m -< ~ of type 
(H 2, HI' Ho). m can be coded as a subset of "I and hence m E L[B). Since the notion 
of being an elementary substructure is absolute, L[B) 1= (H3, H2, HI) ~ (H 2, HI' Ho). 
This completes the lemma. 

To find a P for getting (Hn+3,Hn+2,Hn+l) ~ (Hn+2,Hn+I,Hn), we do our old 
construction taking steps to make P("o) < Hn-closed. We need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 8.2. Suppose A is a regular cardinal. 
(a) Let e: Q ~ P. Suppose P is < A-closed and VQ 1= S is < A-closed. 
Then P * .. Sis < A closed. 
(b) Let P = PT be an iteration with support CXsuch that 
(i) X C CX, 1 XI < A "* UX E CX. 
(ii) If ea: Qa ~ Pa, Pa + 1 = Pa * .... Sa then VQa 1= Sa is < A closed. 
Then P is < A closed. 

We leave the proof of this lemma to the reader. 
From the lemma, we see that if Q is < A closed and " C.c. with A < Ie, then 

Q * R(", JL, X, <) is < A closed. Suppose we want to show 
(Hn+3,Hn+2,Hn+l) ~ (Hn+2,Hn+I,Hn). Then as before we build a partial order P' 
and a generic elementary embedding} VP ' ~ Mj(P') extendingj, such that in VP ', 

"0 = Hn+l, "I = Hn +2, "2 = Hn +3• To find such a P' we do things exactly as before 
except that for any a Mahlo we let Po(a) = S(Hn, a). (Here P'(a) takes the place of 
the old P( a).) Such a P'( a) satisfies the hypothesis for Lemma 8.2. 

As a further result down these lines, the author has shown: Con(ZFC + there is a 
2-huge cardinal) "* Con(ZFC + for all m, nEw, m > n implies 
(Hm+I,H m) ~ (Hn+I,H n». This will appear in a later paper. 
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